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SavannahRiver AnJhaeolo[V
Re-Examining Site Prediction along tIle Middle
Savannah River
By J. Christopher Gillam
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Figure 1. The archaeological sensitivty zones of the 1989 SRARP preditive model. (SCIM
drawing by J. Christopher Gillam)
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frequency than expected by chance
alone for Zone 1 and significantly
fewer than expected for all other
zones. This is the pattern of the 1973
to 1987 data initially used to develop
the model. These factors indicate
that there is room for improvement
in characterizing prehistoric site
distributions on the SRS.
Despite these weaknesses, the
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has been invaluable as a tool for
limiting the sca le of survey projects
and for communicating potentially
sensitive areas to non-archaeologists
involved with land use on the SRS.
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Figure 2. The distribution of prehistoric archaeological sites recorded during the 1989
2001 full coverage surveys. (SCIAA drawing by J. Christopher Gillam)
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Table 1. Statistics comparing the sen Sit Ivy zones to prehistOriC sites (n=47) recorded dUring
the 1998-2001 full coverage surveys. (Tabulated by J. Christopher Gillam)
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